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Ø The Internal Capability of LLM-based Dialogue System
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Ø The External Capability of LLM-based Dialogue System

Check our another EMNLP 2023 paper
Large Language Models as Source Planner for Personalized Knowledge-grounded Dialogues

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.08840.pdf


Ø What is the internal capability ?

§ Large Language Models (LLMs) possesses exceptional natural language understanding and generation
capabilities, making it an ideal foundation for a conversational system that provides a great user experience and 
significant convenience.

§ But:
§ Most of them directly mapping the dialogue context to the response
§ Ignoring the linguistic cues underneath dialogue context such as user status, and thus lacks the ability to 

employ corresponding language styles and knowledge systems when dealing with users of  different 
personalities, emotions, and psychological states. 



§ We formulate it as a multi-step reasoning problem, can be alleviated by CoT, which is not explored at dialogue.
§ First, infer and trace the core of  the user's question or concern. 
§ Then, plan a response that takes into account their status like emotional state and psychological well-being.（optional)
§ …… (optional)
§ Finally, generate a personalized dialogue response.

Ø Multi-step Reasoning
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Ø Cue-CoT



ü Personality: Zhihu & Quora (Self-built)

ü Emotion: D4 & ED

ü Psychology: PsyQA & EMH

Three major linguistic cues are considered:

Ø Benchmark



§ O-Cue and M-Cue both are better than Standard Prompting, and M-Cue is more general and robust
§ Chinese LLMs

§ BELLE： low long-context understanding ability; middle instruction-following ability
§ ChatGLM: middle long-context understanding ability; low instruction-following ability
§ ChatGPT: both high

§ English LLMs
§ …….

Ø Experiment



ü Path 1 (orange): Directly extend the capability of
ChatGPT. GPT-4, Claude, Bard, ……

ü Path 2 (green): Continually train current Chinese
LLMs on more multi-lingual corpus.

ü Path 3 (blue): Continually train current English
LLMs on more multi-lingual corpus. Chinese-
LLaMA, Chinese-Vicuna, …..

More analysis, case studies can be found in the paper!
Demo can be accessed in the Github!!!

Ø Discussion & Future Work



Ø Conclusion

§ We build a benchmark to evaluate the helpfulness and acceptability of  responses 
generated by current LLMs, considering three major linguistic cues of  user 
statuses. 

§ We leverage the strong reasoning capability of LLMs by proposing a Cue-CoT to 
trace the status of  users, decomposing the response generation into multiple 
reasoning steps. It can be applied into different downstream tasks and applications
with multiple intermediate results as demonstration selection criterion.

§ Experimental results demonstrate the superior performance of  our method on 6 
datasets under both zero-shot and one-shot settings. We hope the release of  
our work can shed some light on the evaluation and development of  LLMs.
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